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REPORTS

SANITARYWARE

In Essence
As MINIMAL YET CUSTOMIZABLE
designs multiply, makers of
sanitaryware declutter the
bathroom one handle at a time.
Words

Forbes referred to decluttering as a trend that
entrepreneurs are breaking their heads to capitalize
on. Organizing consultant and author Marie Kondo
calls it a life-changing magic trick. As contemporary
bathrooms decrease in size, seemingly by the day,
decluttering grows in prominence as the kingpin of
a popular lifestyle movement, and its reach extends
beyond the closet or sink cabinet.
Stripping the bathroom to its bare essentials
is more than an aesthetic choice. It allows us to
create an airier environment while preserving and
even optimizing its functionality. Thanks to new
technologies, intelligent designs and paper-thin
materials such as glazed titanium-steel and highdensity extruded polystyrene are making today’s
streamlined bathroom furniture more practical
and hygienic than ever – and easier to personalize.
Brands are rejecting elaborate ornament in favour
of user-friendly units with clean lines that please the
jaded eye. Smart technologies lead to the removal of
awkward handles and old-fashioned pipes, clearing
the way for more intuitive, efficient designs.

Suitable for both wall-hung and floor-mounted installation, Ceramica
Catalano’s minimal Sfera washbasins forgo details, including ledges, for
the sake of a clutter-free bathroom.

Wall mounted with concealed pipes, the Zu Dual Control Thermostatic Valve from
Lefroy Brooks differs from the brand’s ornate taps, allowing it to blend seamlessly
into most contemporary bathroom interiors.

Maxime Brouillet

CHAHINEZ BENSARI

In his bare, clean design for a Canadian residence, architect Jean Verville created contrasts among surfaces,
including those featured in the bathroom: opulent golden brass and two types of white stone.

Ceramica Flaminia’s countertop Bloom washbasins, by Angeletti Ruzza Design,
have a matte finish, thin edges and a refined geometric design that fits into
various bathroom styles.

Enabling clients to configure a bathroom with a uniform
look, GranitiFiandre developed Aqua Maximum, a system
of washbasins and shower trays that can be customized
by choosing from selected models and materials.

Axor’s Uno series by Phoenix Design simplifies the washing
experience both visually and practically by replacing tap
levers with a single user-friendly select button.
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